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PRESCRIBING COURSE FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

1. Why is the application process so complex? 

All prescribing courses, whether V100, V150 or V300 are professional courses, not just academic modules. They 

are validated by the HCPC and/or the NMC and lead to a recordable qualification. For this reason there is specific 

criteria required to undertake the course. When the NMC and HCPC validate University courses they expect us to 

provide evidence of how we establish entry eligibility - the Professional Entry Requirements (PER) form that you 

have completed is our evidence of that. We have to establish that you have support from your organisation to 

undertake the course (that you aren't just doing it because it appeals to you). There are stipulated practice hours 

with a Designated Prescribing Practitioner (Practice Assessor/Practice Educator) and you need support from your 

employer to achieve this. The form also shows that you have support from your non-medical prescribing lead, as 

you need access to the prescribing budget and support processes when qualified. As the courses are delivered at 

level 6 and 7, the NMC and HCPC expect the applicant to demonstrate that they are able to study at this level. 

They also stipulate that you have to have a current Enhanced Disclosure and Barring Check in place when you 

commence the course. We cannot accept applicants without satisfying this criteria, hence the complex 

application process. 

2. What if I am self-employed? 

We accept applications from self-employed practitioners (for example aesthetics or consultant-nurse posts) but 

there is additional admissions criteria to satisfy. 

As an employed applicant, you will have governance processes that quality assure prescribing activity, which is 

evidenced through the Non-Medical Prescribing Lead endorsing your application. 

As a self-employed applicant, you may not have access to the same governance processes and so you will need 

to demonstrate how you will quality assure your prescribing activity as a student and practising prescriber.  This 

includes reporting mechanisms and indemnity insurance. 

For aestheticians, you also need to demonstrate a specific level of qualification, as does your prescribing 

assessor.  More information can be found on the British Association of Cosmetic Nurses here: 

https://www.bacn.org.uk/ 
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3. Who can be my Designated Prescribing Practitioner/Practice Educator/Prescribing Assessor? 

From September 2020 the previous requirement to be assessed by a medical practitioner for V300 no longer 

stands.  Any V300 student can be assessed by another V300 prescriber with the appropriate skills and 

qualification.  Some Trusts have continued with requiring a medical practitioner as the assessor, so it is important 

to check with your NMP lead what the expectations are.  

The NMC use Practice Assessors and Practice Supervisors and the HCPC use Practice Educators to support 

students in practice whether pre-registration or post-registration.  To streamline terminology, the Royal 

Pharmaceutical Society use Designated Prescribing Practitioner, which covers medics, assessors and educators.  

There is guidance for Designated Prescribing Practitioners available from this link: 

https://www.rpharms.com/resources/frameworks/designated-prescribing-practitioner-competency-framework 

Basically, the person who is going to assess you in practice and deem you a competent prescriber in order to be 

recorded with your professional body needs to be a qualified, practising prescriber.  They should have been 

qualified as a prescriber for 3 years and they should be prepared to support you with your prescribing hours and 

your learning experience and for this reason should have recognised expertise in supporting students in practice 

(whether pre or post registration). 

For medics, this means that they should be experienced in supporting students in the clinical area. 

For NMC registrants and HCPC registrants, this means that they should be ‘appropriately prepared’ – so if they 

have previously been (what was known as) sign-off mentors, they have to be updated regularly in the 

requirements of practice assessment.  If you work for a Trust, your Practice Placement Team should be able to 

clarify this for you.  You can find more details about the responsibilities of practice assessor (and supervisor) 

roles from the NMC website: 

https://www.nmc.org.uk/standards-for-education-and-training/standards-for-student-supervision-and-

assessment/ 

There is a regional group who aim to lead on collaborative practices in response to the NMC Education Standards 

(2018).  It explains what is required of an assessor and a supervisor: 

https://www.myeplg.ac.uk/index.aspx 
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4. What is the course content? 

V300 starts with pharmacology module and then continues with prescribing practice module.  Pharmacology is 

assessed by an exam.  You have a numeracy exam in the first few weeks that you have to pass with 100% and the 

pharmacology exam is at the end of the module.  Prescribing practice is assessed by your practice document and 

a portfolio that evidences your competence in prescribing practice: example prescriptions, a case study, a clinical 

management plan. 

You have to complete your Practice Document in the clinical setting with your Designated Prescribing 

Practitioner (DPP).  This is the accepted terminology that covers Practice Assessor (NMC) and Practice Educator 

(HCPC).  You are expected to spend 90 hours in prescribing practice with your DPP and other prescribers.   We 

will tell you the specific detail once you start the course and you have a copy of your Practice Document so that 

you understand what the assessment entails. 

Your prescribing knowledge comes from your clinical setting and background and you will consolidate this 

knowledge with the academic content of the course.  The course is designed to promote a safe and considered 

approach to prescribing practise. There is an expectation when you undertake the course that you have sufficient 

professional knowledge and expertise to warrant access to a prescribing qualification - that means that your 

product knowledge should be extensive enough to apply that knowledge to your prescribing decision-making.  

5. What happens when I qualify? 

Your successful completion of the assessment will be presented to the University Exam Board to ratify your 

qualification. After this (usually the following week) student office will upload your qualification to the 

NMC/HCPC. 

The NMC/HCPC will contact you to record your qualification (currently with the NMC there is a £25 one-off 

payment). They will then annotate your qualification against your registration. This can take a few weeks. You 

may get confirmation of the record but it is an idea to check on the NMC/HCPC website to see if you have your 

prescribing qualification recorded as a separate entry. 

During this time you can contact your non-medical prescribing lead to start the process of registering as a 

prescriber with the organisation. (They have to register you with the NHS Business Services Authority so that you 

are a prescriber with rights to hold prescriptions). Your NMP lead will also know how you order and collect your 

prescription pads if appropriate. 
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Remember : You are not authorised to prescribe until all of this has been completed - the NMC/HCPC 

registration being the most important. 

This whole process happens some weeks after you complete the course, so it is important to keep refreshing 

your knowledge, your prescribing approach and considering the RPS competency framework with each potential 

prescribing interaction until you are registered and able to actually prescribe. 
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